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Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 2 Area: 627 m2 Type: House
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Auction

Marrying traditional style with a custom rebuild and Hamptons aesthetic, this executive residence presents a

mesmerising lifestyle for families and elevated city views. Elegantly adorned with sophisticated style, the home's upper

floor retains classic ornate ceilings and period appeal, while the lower level embraces meticulous modern design with

French oak floors, fresh paint and plantation shutters. Indoor and outdoor living intertwine with bi-fold doors separating

the expansive, open-plan kitchen, living and dining areas from the poolside entertaining oasis. Families are invited to relax

inside and share meals prepared in the gourmet kitchen, which is equipped with an oversized waterfall island, 2pac

shaker-style cabinetry, a large butler's pantry, and dual Smeg ovens. Alfresco dining, parties, and entertainment can be

enjoyed outdoors, with a large terrace nestled by the flat backyard and heated swimming pool, which boasts a daybed for

lounging in the sunshine. With a separate studio also featuring outside, buyers are offered a retreat for kids, hobbies, or

working from home.  An additional media room is downstairs, and a living room upstairs opens to an elevated verandah

where one can marvel at the breezes and scenic city views. Four bedrooms and two bathrooms are upstairs, including the

master hideaway with a walk-in robe and dual vanity ensuite. A fifth bedroom and third bathroom are positioned below

and offer excellent privacy. Additional features:- Remote three-car garage with side access- Extensive storage and walk-in

linen closet- Heated chlorine saltwater pool- Natural gas and 3-phase power- Split system air-conditioning and ceiling

fans- External security cameras Residing at an exclusive Camp Hill address, this home promises a prestigious lifestyle 16

minutes from the CBD. Camp Hill Primary School is 50m away, and Brisbane's best private colleges are accessible in

minutes. You can shop, dine and socialise at Martha Street and Camp Hill Marketplace, and enjoy the outdoors at nearby

parks and Whites Hill Reserve. Disclaimer: Whilst every care is taken in the preparation of the information contained in

this marketing, Torres Property will not be held liable for any errors in typing or information. All interested parties should

rely upon their own enquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


